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Abstract. We present a three-dimensionalS-velocity 1988].To the Southof PhilippineSea,the back-arcEast
model for the upper mantle beneath the Philippine Sea and West Carolinebasinsformedat 36-28 Ma [Weissel
region. It was derived from inversionsof 281 broad • Anderson,1978], and the Coral basin at 62-56 Ma
band vertical-componentseismogramsrecordedin the [Weissel• Watts,1979]. The Celebesbasin,of uncerarea at the Global Seismological
Network(GSN) and tain origin, is situated to the southeastof the PhilipSKIPPY portable array stations. We have been able pinesandis about42-50My old [SilvertdRangin,1991].
There have been a number of successfulregional
to obtain high-resolutiontomographicimagesspanning
the depths down to 200-300 km and locally down to delay-timestudiesin the area, includingthat conducted
the upper transition zone. High-velocity subducting by van derHilst et al. [1991],whowereableto obtainPslabsand low-velocityvolcanicarc regionsare the dom- velocityimagesof the lithospheresubductedunder the
inant features of the model. Fast, thin lithosphere Izu-Bonin and Mariana arcs down to the 660 km disof back-arc basins is underlain by a prominent low- continuity and below. The applicability of body wave
velocity zone. Low velocitiesat lithospheric depths are tomography,however,is limited to the areaswith a high
observed beneath the extinct Central Basin Ridge in density of stations or sources,such as those near the
the West Philippine Basin and close to the Eauripik Philippine Sea plate boundaries,which leavesthe strucRidge that separatesthe East and West Caroline basins. ture beneath the intraplate parts of the area largely unHigh upper-mantle heterogeneityand resultingscatter- known.
ing presentsa difficulty and limits the resolution,especially below 200-300 km. Explicit modeling of seismic
wave diffraction may be necessaryfor a significantimprovement in resolution.
40øN

Introduction
30øN

The upper mantle beneath the Philippine Sea region
has a complex structure that can be considereda record
of the intriguing tectonic history of the area. The presenceof active and recently active subductionzones,volcanic arcs, and spreading centers has resulted in extreme heterogeneityof the seismicvelocity distribution
which complicatesseismictomographyin the area.
Subduction and back-arc spreadinghave dominated

20øN
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the tectonicevolutionof the region.On the East (Fig.
1), old Pacificplate lithosphere
subductswestwardbeneath the Philippine Sea plate at the Izu-Bonin and
Mariana trenches. On the West, the Philippine Sea
plate subductsat the Philippine and Ryukyu trenches,
also westward. The eastern half of the plate was formed

by back-arcspreadingat 30-15Ma [Mrozowski• Hayes,
1979, Ckamot-Rookeet al., 1987]. Spreadingis cur-

10øS

rently active at the Mariana Trough, west of the trench.

The originof the older(about60-35Ma) WestPhilippine basin is disputed: it may be an unusually wide
back-arcbasin formed by spreadingat the Central Basin
Ridge or an entrapped portion of a normal oceanic
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plate with mid-ocean-typeCentral BasinRidge [Seno,
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Figure 1. The study area and the seismicstations
that contributedto the data set' black triangles- GSN
stations,gray triangles- SKIPPY stations.
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Figure 2. a: The 281 ray paths usedin the imaging. b, c: the output of a checkerboardresolutiontest. Dashed
lines showthe boundariesbetween+300 m/s velocityanomaliesin the input syntheticmodel; the synthetic
anomalieshave oppositesignsin the 20-100 and 100-300km depth ranges.
Long- and intermediate-period surface waves carry one-dimensional
(I-D) modelsfor the interiorsof the
the information necessaryto fill the gaps. Oda E4Senna plate with a 40-60 km thick lid above a pronounced

[1994]measuredRayleighand Lovefundamental-mode low-•dodty ,.o• (rVZ). C•,ty

•t •t. BOOS]•om-

group velocitiesusing about 100 seismogramsrecorded bined ScS reverberations data with 3-component body
at the perimeter of the Philippine Sea and inferred and surfacewave delay-time measurementsto constrain
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Figure 3. a, b: Shearwavevelocitydistributionat 50 and 200km depths;dashedlines- deep-sea
trenchaxes;
locationsof the CentralBasinRidgesegments
and fracturezonesare adaptedfrom Hilde E4Lee, 1984. c: the
positionof a verticalmantlecross-section
across
the Izu-Boninarc;d: theimageof the Izu-Boninsubducting
slab;

e:input(inset)andoutput(large
frame)ofa resolution
test.Downto300kmdepththesynthetic
"slab"
is350m/s

fastandhasa constantwidth,below300km it is 250m/s fastandwidenswith depth.Morecross-sections
through
the modeland output of othertestscan be viewedat td:•:p://geo.prñxtce•:oxt.
edu/grads/lebedev/PS96.td:ml
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a 1-D model for a corridor between South Philippines
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Bonin-Mariana trenches are on average about 20 km

and Japan. Their modelhad an anomalously
slowand east of the epicenters reported in the NEIC monthly

thick(morethan 100kin) lithosphere
andwasradially bulletins. We computed our waveform fits and 3-D
anisotropicin the upper 170 km.

model twice, first using the locationsand origin times

In this study,weobtaina three-dimensional
(3-D) S- from the NEIC bulletins and then from the Harvard
velocitymodelfor the entireregion.The modelis con- catalogues. A seriesof tests has shown that the inverstrainedby 281 vertical-component
broadband seismo- sions with the NEIC parameters generally result in a

grams,and is baseduponthe inversionof full seismic somewhat greater variance reduction. We took this as
waveforms. Both surface and body waves contribute evidencethat the NEIC locationsand origin times are
information; higher as well as fundamentalRayleigh more consistentin the region and used them in our fimodes are taken into account.
nal inversionstogether with the Harvard CMT solutions
and duration

Data

and

inversion

We inverted a few hundred long period and broad
band vertical-componentseismograms
recorded,respec-

tively,by GSN and SKIPPY [vander Hilsi ei al., 1994]
seismometers
(Fig. 1) in 1991-1995. To computea
synthetic waveform for each record we summed the
first 30 Rayleigh modes and used non-linear optimization to find an averagemodel along the source-station

times.

Our tests have also shown that the

3-D models resulting from the inversionswith the two
different location sets are very similar. Major anomalies preservedtheir shapeand position, which indicated
robustness

of the solution

relative

to location

errors.

We were able to obtain acceptable waveform fits for
slightly more than a half of all available records with a
good signal-to-noiseratio. We rejected the paths with
a considerabledifferencein the shape of the actual and
synthetic waveforms as well as those with a substantial

(two-foldor larger)difference
in the amplitudes.
A total

path that minimizedthe data-syntheticmisfit [Nolei,
of 281 remainingseismograms
(Fig. 2a) contributed
19901
. In this manner, we expressedthe information 3912 linear constraints. A damped LSQR inversion of
containedin a seismogramin terms of uncorrelatedlinear constraintson Earth structure (10-16 linear equa-

tionsper path). Subsequently,
the constraints
from dif-

the equationsresulted in a 79% variancereduction once
the final 3-D model was computed.

ferent paths were combinedand a 3-D S-velocity model

wascomputedusingLSQR [PaigeandSaunders,1982], The
as describedby van der Lee [1996].
We adopted the WKBJ approximation and assumed
that the modes propagate along the great circle arcs
through an isotropic mantle. A horizontal smoothing
was applied to accountfor the finite width of the rays.
The waveforms were band-pass filtered between 20-40

and 200 seconds
(for the SKIPPY seismograms
the up-

model

and

discussion

Fig. 3 showscross-sectionsthrough our 3-D model.
Perturbations in S-velocity at different depths are relative to a radial background model which is a modi-

fied versionof PEMO [Dziewonsl•iet al., 1975]with a
5 km deep ocean, 15 km thick crust and a constant

S-velocityof 4.5 km/s from 20 to 220 km depth. In

per limit was 125 secondsor, when the low-frequency the cross-section
at 50 km depth (Fig. 3a), the highnoisewasexcessive,
80 seconds).The lowerlimits were velocity Philippine Sea plate lithosphere is almost surusually the periods below which it was no longer ac- rounded by low-velocity anomalies beneath the island
arcs. At 200 kin, the pattern is nearly the reverse: the
ceptableto ignore the scatteredwaves.
Strong mantle heterogeneitygreatly complicatesthe LVZ below Philippine Sea is bounded by high-velocity
excitationand propagationof the modes,which limits subducting slabs. A fast lid and pronouncedLVZ are
the applicability of the approximationswe used, espe- also observed beneath the Celebes Sea, Caroline and
cially at higherfrequencies.As a result, the percentage Coral Seas and westernmost Pacific Ocean. The lithoof the seismograms
we couldfit with a WKBJ synthetic sphere beneath the back-arc basins is thinner than that
was reduced; the frequencyband in which an accept- beneath the western Pacific, and does not exceed 80
able fit could be obtained was often narrowed, resulting km in thickness(Fig. 3d). The lithosphere
of the older
in a decrease in vertical resolution. 40-45% of the seissouthern portion of the West Philippine Basin, Caro-

mogramscouldnot be modeledbecauseof pronounced line basinsand the Pacificplate is 150-250m/s fast.
scatteringeffects[Meier et al., 1997]and had to be re- Extremelylow velocities(up to 10%slow)are observed
jected.
We used recordsof the earthquakesin the area with

surfacewavemagnitudes5 - 6.9 and depthsdownto 200
km. Excited by suchevents,the fundamentalRayleigh
mode best constrainsthe S-velocitystructure of the upper 150 km of the mantle. At 200-350 kin, the fundamental mode sensitivitygraduallydecreases
and the
highermodesgain more influence.We obtain usefulresolvingpowerevenin the transitionzone,but it comes
entirely from the higher modes,most of it providedby
the S, SS, and SSS wavetrains.
Earthquakesin subductionregionsmay be located
with significantsystematicerrors, especiallyif nearby

at shallow depths beneath the tectonically active Mariana Trough, Okinawa Trough west of Ryukyu Islands,
central Philippines, Halmahera, and New Guinea.
An elongated low-velocity anomaly at lithospheric
depths and down to about 200 km closely follows the

CentralBasinRidge(Fig. 1, 3), the extinctmid-oceanic
or back-arcspreadingcenter [Hilde F.4Lee, 1984; $eno
F.4Maruyama, 1984]. Spreadingceasedaround 35 My
ago, so it is likely that these low velocitiesare causedby
more than just thermal effects. We compared the velocities beneath the ridge with those beneath a location

outsidethe anomalous
area(20N130E,formedat about
45 Ms). Our estimatesfor a simplehalf spacecooling

model suggestthat the temperature differenceshouldbe
Philippine Sea area. Interestinglyenough,we found no more than 70øC between points at the same depth
that the "Harvard"centtoldlocations[e.g.,Dziewonski in the range 30-100 km below the two locations. This
et al., 1993]for the eventsnearboth PhilippineandIzu. would amount to 20-30 m/s differencein S-velocity-

seismic stations are distributed as unevenly as in the
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in the model.

It is not clear
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Dziewonski, A.M.,

SEA

G. EkstrSm, M.P.

Salganik, Centtold-

moment tensor solutions for October-December 1993,
what could cause the anomaly. The material beneath
Phys. Earth Planet. Inter., 85, 215-225, 1994.
the ridge axis might be compositionallydifferent, or it
might contain a large proportion of differentiated and Gaherty J. B., M. Karo, T. H. Jordan, Plate structure and
seismicanisotropyin the westernPacific(abstract), Eos
solidified melt. Another negative velocity anomaly is
Trans. AGU, 76, Fall Meet. Suppl., F421, 1995.
located just west of the Eauripik Ridge that separates
the West and East Caroline basins. Its shape, however, Hilde, T. W. C. and C-S. Lee, Origin and evolution of the
West Phihppine Basin: a new interpretation, Tectonomay be poorly constrained because of the poor local

physics, 10œ, 85-104, 1984.
ray-pathcoverage(Fig. 2).
H., R. Snieder, G. Nolet, Waveform inversions
Our imageof the !zu-Boninsubducting
slab(Fig. 3d) Marquering,
and the significanceof surface-wavemode coupbrig, Geois consistentwith that of van der Hilst et al. [1991] phys. J. Int., 1œ,1,258-278, 1996.

down to the upper transition zone. The slab in our
model seems wider and smoother, because the model
was constrainedby seismicwavesat longer periods and

Meier, T., S. Lebedev, G. Nolet, F. A. Dahlen, Diffraction
tomography using multimode surface waves, J. Geophys.
Res., 8œ,8255-8267, 1997.
because the amount of the data used was much smaller.
Mrozowski, C. L. and D. E. Hayes, The evolution of the
In the test illustrated by Fig. 3e, the input synthetic
Parece Vela basin, eastern Philippine sea, Earth Planet.
"slab" was not retrieved in the lower transition zone.
Sci. Left., 46, 49-67, 1979.
This indicates that the perturbations at this depth in Nolet, G., Partitioned waveform inversion and two-dimenthe model(Fig. 3d) arean artifact,probably,dueto insional structure under the Network of Autonomously Resufficientpath coverageand off-great-circle-pathpropcording Seismographs,J. Geophys. Res., 95, 8499-8512,

agationof body waves[Marqueringet al., 1996].Apart
from that, the shape of the slab is well constrained,due
to the linear geometry of the trench and abundanceof
ray paths parallel to it. Because of variations of the
back-arc geometry and the unevennessof the azimuthal
ray-path coverage,other subductingslabswere not imaged equally well. A high-velocity anomaly below the
curved Mariana arc could hardly be seen. Beneath the
Philippines, a pronounced deep high-velocity anomaly
was observed,but its shape was poorly constrained.
On the whole, we conclude that the WKBJ-based
waveform inversions provide useful resolution in this
complicated region. Deficienciesof the ray-path coverage cause variations of the resolutionfrom one geographic location to another. Recent growth in the number of the broad-band stations in the area promisesa
somewhat better ray-path coveragein the near future.
More importantly, however, the commonly used approximations that we adopted inevitably limit the resolution. A significant improvement will probably require
explicit modeling of seismic wave diffraction effects,
including multipathing, focusing, and back-scattering

[Meier et al., 1997].
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